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The Influence for Student Success

is on track, pushing them if they lita stated, “Students should
need assistance. Parental guid- take ownership of their own
Who contributes to a scholars accopmlishments?
ance and support is important academic paths. However, there
by Crystal Juarez
so students wouldn’t feel awful needs to be a combination of
Staff Writer
tight with two hands so they about getting a bad grade, but dedicated teachers, involved parwouldn’t be involved in the instead, would want to do some- ents, and students realizing the
student’s success is achieved
due to the contributions of parents, teachers, and the student
themselves. However, the student is the one principally responsible for student success;
all play a role that is important,
but the student must take ownership of their own education.
Junior Abigail Chavez believes that the student is
responsible for their success.
“I think it’s us, the student, because teachers can provide
us with the information. We
just have to pick whether we
want to listen and carry it on
to the future,” Chavez stated.
Parent Maria Zapata believes parents are responsible
A John F. Kennedy student demonstrating the amazing outcome of taking responsibility to succeed
for their children’s success.
She mentioned that parents bad of this world,” she added. thing to fix that problem they are expectations set out for them.”
Parents guide their children, struggling on. It’s the parent’s He added that the challenge for
guide their children so they
won’t make terrible decisions. making sure they make right job to make sure their children getting students to succeed would
“When they were little we had to decisions, and if they don’t then stay on the right track, but it’s the begin at a young age because
hold their hand with one hand, they learn from those mistakes. student’s job to want to do well. some individuals don’t desire or
Resource teacher Mark Bo- want to do well for themselves.
but now we have to hold them Parents also make sure their child

A

A teacher contributes
to
helping
students
become successful, when and
if students need help, teachers are there for them. Teachers encourage students to go to
tutoring, to study, to take notes,
to ask questions, etc. There are
teachers provided to students;
it just takes the students to want
to get the help. The teacher is
responsible to prepare the student for what is coming their
way, but it’s the student’s job
to use their privilege and work.
The student is primary
responsible
for
their
own success. Yes, parents and
teachers are part of a student’s
success, however they aren’t essentially the ones who do the
work. Parents and teachers are
the essentials that students can
use if and when they are struggling but, students are the ones
who get the support and help.
The grade students get is what
they worked for whether it’s an
A or an F. A student becomes
successful doing what they are
expected to do and taking charge
of their education. Therefore all
students should take it serious.

Is Technology Benefiting Students?

In addition, teacher Kerry Sego cial media. This causes them that technology isn’t distracting
reported, “One year I caught a to get distracted and not do and that she finds the use of it
Pros and Cons of having computers in the classroom
student playing a piano game their work. Therefore, teachers in her class efficient. Also, Sego
by Lizbeth Pineda
generations didn’t. Students instead of taking his test.” De- are to supervise and walk would like to see more technolStaff Writer
are now able to take tests on- spite this, she also implied around the room to make sure ogy in the future by issuing evline, type their essays instead that students are always going students are on track. They ery student a chrome book. She
echnology has had a big of having to hand write them, to find a way to be distracted. can also connect the comput- believes that this could benefit
students
tend
to ers to see what’s on their screen. every student at Kennedy. Techimpact in school classrooms and look at online sources of Some
their
books.
Junior
Yara
Heredia
from giving student more opportunities to learn while con- states, “It makes things easier to
versely distracting them from learn.” In addition, she remarked
learning. This era of technology that technology allows her to
has been a concern for schools learn in different ways. Thus,
as they debate whether tech- technology has benefited stunology is actually benefiting dents by giving them acstudents. Schools all over the cess to 21st century learning.
San Fernando Valley, includ- Teacher Peter Ruskin claims,
ing elementary and junior high “Technology has had a huge imschools, are incorporating tech- pact; it allows you to be more
nology into their lessons. These creative and make teaching
technological devices include more visual by incorporating
chrome books, iPads, projectors, videos, powerpoints, and films.”
and touch screen TV’s. Every Therefore, instead of havday students are benefiting and ing students read a textbook
learning more because of the use and take notes, they learn by
of technology in their classes. watching films or powerpoints.
Students are gaining more op- Also, technology allows stuportunities in their classes with dents to think outside the box.
On the other hand,
the help of technology because
they can be more creative, technology can be distractlearn in new ways, and pre- ing for some students. HereStudents caught playing games on their school laptops, rather than doing their work in class.
pare for future online testing. dia remarked, “Sometimes usFor instance, students ing technology there’s a little
use technology for non-edSome students don’t find tech- nology is helping students of all
have access to a whole new voice in your head telling you ucational purposes such as nology distracting. For instance, ages to be innovative, successworld with technology that past it’s ok to do something else.” Netflix, online games, and so- freshman Kayla Larios answers ful, prepared, and intelligent.
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